EIB Group signatures in 2019: €72.2 billion

Investment supported by our financing reached €280 billion

* Change of methodology after 2014
Our four policy areas

**INNOVATION**
€14.44 billion

**ENVIRONMENT**
€16.52 billion

**INFRASTRUCTURE**
€15.74 billion

**SMALL AND MEDIUM-SIZED ENTERPRISES**
€25.52 billion
Our impact

JOBS
4.4 million jobs in small businesses

HEALTH
improved health services for 12 million

WATER
Safer drinking water for 10 million

TRANSPORT
631 million additional annual trips made on EIB financed public transport

ENERGY
Power for 7.4 million households

DIGITAL
Improved mobile services: 117 million
Climate action investments: €19.3 billion in 2019

- CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION: €0.8 billion
- ENERGY EFFICIENCY: €4.6 billion
- RENEWABLE ENERGY: €3.9 billion
- LOWER CARBON TRANSPORT: €7.6 billion
- RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND INNOVATION: €1.0 billion
- OTHER CLIMATE CHANGE MITIGATION: €1.4 billion
EIB Group financing in 2019 by region

- **European Union**: €63.4 bn
- **Outside EU**: €8.8 bn
  - **EFTA & Enlargement countries**: €1.4 bn
  - **Eastern Neighbours**: €1.35 bn
  - **Africa, Caribbean, and the Pacific**: €1.4 bn
  - **Southern Neighbours**: €2.45 bn
  - **Asia and Latin America**: €2.2 bn

Outside EU

- **EFTA & Enlargement countries**: €1.4 bn
- **Eastern Neighbours**: €1.35 bn
- **Africa, Caribbean, and the Pacific**: €1.4 bn
- **Southern Neighbours**: €2.45 bn
- **Asia and Latin America**: €2.2 bn
EIB offices outside the European Union

- Enlargement countries: Belgrade, Istanbul, Ankara
- EU Eastern neighbourhood and Russia: Chisinau, Kiev, Moscow, Tbilisi
- Mediterranean partner countries: Cairo, Tunis, Rabat
- Africa Caribbean and Pacific and Overseas Countries and Territories: Abidjan, Addis Ababa, Dakar, Nairobi, Pretoria (Tshwane), Yaoundé, Bridgetown, Santo Domingo, Bogota, Sydney
- Asia: Beijing, New Delhi
- USA: Washington
- BEIJING
- NEW DELHI
- ADDIS ABABA
- NAIROBI
- YAOUNDE
- ABIDJAN
- DAKAR
- RABAT
- TUNIS
- WASHINGTON
- BAGOTA
- SYDNEY
- CAIRO
- AMMAN
- BEIRUT
- SARAJEVO
- BELGRADE
- TIRANA
- KIEV
- MOSCOW
- CHISINAU
- TBILISI
- ISTANBUL
- ANKARA
- BRIDGETOWN
- SANTO DOMINGO